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Introduction
It’s the same suffering , the same pain, every day we hear a new story about a woman
who has been displaced, lost her house, had her husband arrested and many other
suffering stories. Although there is a number of conventions and agreements that
forbid and prevent violence against women, they are not welcomed by the Israeli
Authorities. What we call violations of natural rights and fundamental freedom, is
called fighting terrorism policies by the Israelis. Since the day it started, the Israeli
occupation’s been sending a message that says nothing can overcome its policies and
practices, while the Palestinian woman in Jerusalem replies that no one can stand in
the face of her pride, resistance and rights.
Al-Maqdese has documented a good number of these Israeli violations and practices in
a book of stories1 that tells the suffering of Jerusalemite women whom houses were
demolished, or who were displaced by force; one of these stories is presented in this
newsletter.
This newsletter includes recent activities related to Gender Equality project. It also
sheds the light on life situations of italian women through providing stories about
Italian women who suffer from oppression. These activities are implemented through
the Palestinian Italian partnership (Al-Maqdese and CESIE)

1 http://home.al-maqdese.org/attachment/313

Project’s Activities in Jerusalem
1. Conducting 2 raising awareness workshops
related to civil, political and socio-economic
rights in the Israeli and international laws.
The first workshop included topics related
to socio-economic rights such as birth grant,
birth allocations, unemployment allocations,
aging allocations, and widows allocations. The
second workshop addressed issues related to
working women and their rights.
2. Issuance of the first book of stories that was
translated in four languages (Arabic, English,
Italian and Hebrew). This book is highlights
the suffering stories of women whose their
houses were demolished, or suffered from
displacement, and the impacts of such
procedures on their psychological and mental
health
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“As every day, I woke up early, had breakfast with my family, and dropped the children to their schools.
Unfortunately, I left my little child at home because it was so near to the schools, and what happened
that day was not expected at all”
With this scenario, L.S. started narrating the story of the demolition of her home in 2011. L.S. who
is from Sheikh Jarrah did not wish to mention her name. She lived in her house with the rest of her
seven-member family. She continues, “My son who is five years old was having his breakfast and
watching TV. Suddenly, he looked around him and saw members of the Israeli police force inside the
house in addition to numerous soldiers and police encircling the house outside. They started throwing
the dishes and the furniture from the windows. My son started crying ‘I want to talk to my mom’ but
no one answered him. They even cut the phone line off. After a few minutes I reached home and saw
what had happened. The first thing I did was embrace my son and my little daughters, then I sent
them immediately to my neighbor so that they would not see the demolition process. The municipality
employees actually demolished the house with our furniture inside, even the gold which was given
as a dowry for my daughter, is now under the ruins of the house. They didn’t give me a chance to call
my husband and relatives to inform them of the operation, my neighbors called my husband and my
daughter’s fiancé but they only arrived for the last moments of the demolition.”
The demolition has left the children of L.S. with serious psychological problems. Her son, Raed,
witnessed the police’s attack alone, and her daughter, Arij, watched her mother panicking while the
house was being demolished. Raed and Arij feel the loss of their home and the memories it holds. L.S.
says, “The demolition process led to the suffering of both Raed and Arij from chronic mental illness. I
had to follow-up on their condition and seek the help of a specialized psychiatrist in hospital.”
L.S. herself also suffers from chronic anxiety, which is increased by the financial hardship she is facing;
on many occasions L.S. finds herself unable to afford the basic needs of her family.
Witnessing her house being turned from a home into a ruin has left lasting effects on L.S.

UN Security Council Resolution 1325: Why NOT
Implemented On The Palestinian Ground?
Security Council resolution 1325 is the landmark, international framework that resolves the harmful
influences of armed conflicts committed against women. It also highlights conflicts’ impacts on
Women’s pivotal roles. Thus, this resolution should be utilized in managing conflicts, reconciling
disputes and achieving sustainable peace.
Resolution 1325 has altered the international community’s perception of peace and security. For
instance, a conference named, “Women and War” shed light on the influences of this resolution on
international law, empowerment of women, army forces, and the global security. This conference
was held between the 3ird and the 5th of November 2010 by US Institute of Peace and its partners.
Key Provisions of Resolution 1325:
• Increasing the representation of women at all levels of decision making in national institutions.
Encouraging the Security-General to implement his strategic plan (A/49/587) as to increase
women’s participation in decision making.
•
•

Offering attention to the gender perspective during peacekeeping processes.
Appointing more women as special representatives to peruse good deeds, as well as expanding
the contribution of women in United Nations’ field- based operations.

• Urging Member states to increase their financial support in the field of transportation and training
on gender issues.
• Calling on all actors to take special measures in an attempt to protect women and girls from
gender-based violence during conflicts.
• Emphasizing the responsibility of all states to put an end to impunity to prosecute those responsible
for genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes.
For more details, you can visit the following link:
http://www.un.org/events/res_1325e.pdf
For Palestinians, 1325 is a very significant resolution since it shares some of the Palestinian Women’s
Movement principles. The resolution is based on the current status of Palestinian women. Therefore,
it highlights women’s participation in the liberation struggle, as well as their willingness to achieve
equality. It also demands, as mentioned before, that women should participate in making peace by
having a major role in both decision making and other mechanisms. All in all, tremendous efforts
are made to achieve security and stability. 1325 resolution is also important because of its wide
geographical scope which facilitates its implementation. Moreover, the resolution is directed to all
women coming from the member states of the international community. If used appropriately, this
aspect will provide an additional support to the resolution.
With a special focus, resolution 1325 is an overriding interest to the Palestinian Women. More precisely,
it provides them with a point of engagement with the Israeli occupation as it deals with security and
peace issues. It also forms a new base to make qualitative and non-stereotyped roles for women.
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While this resolution forms a fundamental base for Palestinian women, different obstacles hinder
its implementation. The main one is that the Palestinian Women’s Movement does not adopt the
resolution although it was issued over decade ago. This signifies that women institutes in Palestine are
not yet acquainted with it. Despite signing on the resolution, Israel plays an essential role in hampering
its implementation. Even though the resolution was not specifically directed to Palestinian women,
Israel doesn’t adhere to any of its decisions concerning the Palestinian cause. It also invalidates patriotic
Palestinian Women’s movements. On the other hand, Israeli movements adopting the resolution, such
as: “Women against Barriers,” “Women to Facilitate Barriers” hold the support of Israel. Another
pressing obstacle is the lack of any implementation mechanism or schedules in Palestine. In response,
the resolution remains a dead letter when considering the peace-making processes. Even though
the Palestinian Authority approved the resolution, yet no implementation plan was prepared. This
must urge women institutions to demand the concerned parties to activate the resolution through
obligating member states that signed it earlier.

Stories from Italy- La Kalsa neighborhood in the City of Palermo.
La Kalsa is a district in the City of Palermo
affected by a hard and miserable socioeconomic condition. The Mafia phenomenon
and delinquency runs the life and relationships
of the residents that mostly live in deprived
economic conditions, therefore it is a crucial
part of the neighborhood’s daily life. There
is a very low literacy rate and educational
level as well. Unemployment is widespread
and minors are often involved in crimes such
as burglary, prostitution, racketeering, drug
dealing.
The following interviews reflect the enduring
misconceptions about the role of women in
many social disadvantaged urban areas. In socio-economic marginalized realities women live in a state
of inferiority, where structural violence is even more radical than in other socio-economic contexts.
Women must “stay in their places” and have a fixed role that is to take care of their house and kids.
Women who try to break the social rules imposed by their neighborhood are subjected to violence:
labeled as prostitutes, neglected, threatened, clobbered.

Interview 1
Teresa* is 15 years old. She goes to school. She also attends
several workshops at the Social Centre in La Kalsa district. She
is not allowed to go out alone after 8 o’clock in the evening.
Every weekend she only goes out with her parents and rarely
with her sister and her boyfriend. Teresa believes that “While
women should be controlled, men can take care of themselves”
therefore, this is the reason why she can’t go out by herself after
a certain hour. This sentence is based on the assumption that
woman are not able to take care of themselves.
Teresa thinks that women’s qualities are beauty, intelligence
and being good which means “to not betray one’s boyfriend or
husband”. Teresa believes “women should be housekeepers.
Their duty is to take care of their house and their children”.
She thinks only women who are not able to get married are
interested in studying and asserting themselves professionally.
Teresa reported stories about women in the neighborhood that
are clobbered by their husbands, and whilst telling these stories,
she clarified that “Being clobbered for no reason is wrong, but if
you are disrespectful to your husband it’s right”.
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Interview 2
Silvia*(18 years old ) and Roberta*(17 years
old) are two girls from La Kalsa district. They
used to be very close friends, when they
both started attending workshops at a Social
Centre together. Silvia still goes to the Centre.
Although Roberta seemed very interested
in the workshops, she left the Centre after a
few sessions. Silvia told us the story about her
friend Roberta.
Silvia tells us she hasn’t seen her friend Roberta
for a while. Their friendship totally changed
when Roberta started living with her boyfriend
Carlo (26 years old). The story between
Roberta and Carlo started about a year ago.
At the beginning Roberta wasn’t sure about
her feelings for Carlo, while he seemed very
in love and jealous and he wanted to be alone
with her all the time. At the beginning of their
relationship Roberta did not give up spending
time with her friends, and she continued to
do so secretly. But as time went by, Roberta
started to change. She stopped going out with
her friends and, little by little, she took the
distances also from Silvia.
Carlo was in control of Silvia’s life and he
became even more restrictive, also preventing
her from going to school and finding a job.
Carlo only found temporary jobs, he lived with
his mother and his two younger brothers. Since
Carlo could not afford to rent a house where they could live in, he convinced Roberta to move
in with his family. From the moment Roberta moved in that house, it became more difficult for
Silvia to see her and even their phone conversations became more and more rare, to the point
that it became impossible for Silvia to speak with Roberta. Even Roberta’s mother and her other
relatives haven’t been able to see her anymore.
Today Roberta doesn’t go to school nor works; Carlo forbids her to have a mobile phone and
he forced her to delete her Facebook account. She spends her time with Carlo’s mother doing
housework, while her boyfriend is at work or with his friends.

